SGA President’s Message to His Fellow Students
By Nicholas Asamoah

Dear Students,

It has been my greatest pleasure to serve the students of Bronx Community College as the Student Government Association President. My name is Nicholas Asamoah, a chemistry student expecting to graduate in spring 2017. Throughout my time as the SGA president at BCC, my greatest pleasure is derived from knowing that I serve students like myself. The journey so far has been tedious but mostly worthwhile. This year has been a year of many successes for all the students at Bronx Community College, and among the successes were the great turnout of about 420 participants at our October 28th Halloween party and about 50 at our Linkden Headshot event on November 3rd. We participated in the Bronx Community College Quadrangle Ribbon Cutting which welcomed most of our important stakeholders.

We also pushed and supported the Bronx Community College Food Pantry by Single Stop. The SGA is hosting information sessions for students on December 2nd and December 6. Our administration has recently secured $35,000 in aid for the students’ lounge in the Roscoe Brown Student Center. The SGA is working with the college to build charging stations across campus, also making the Roscoe Brown Student Center more welcoming to all students by putting country flags throughout the building.

The Bronx Community College Student Government serves students of diverse backgrounds, preparations, and aspirations by providing them with leadership education and mentorship that is both broad in scope and rigorous in standards. Our mission is to give our students the foundation and tools for success, whether they choose to continue their education and/or enter a profession immediately upon graduation and to instill in them the value of informed and engaged citizenship and service to their communities through leadership. This SGA 2016/17 has on its highest agenda to empower students and increase student participation, and to awaken campus spirit here at BCC.

This college has fulfilled its mission in my life as a West African, Ghanaian. I was elated and humbled to have been elected by this student body. As your Student Government Association President, I want to assure you that the journey does not end here. With the assistance of all Broncos and listening to your concerns, I will continue to be the voice of the students by addressing major concerns that impact our learning environment and capabilities.

All of this would not have been successful without you, and it would be remiss not to extend my heartfelt gratitude to my team, my executive board, and senators. Thank you. Let’s all continue to build a greater Bronco team.

Best wishes,

Nicholas Asamoah
President, Student Government Association

Dr. Peter Rose Spurs Intense Reactions to Post-election Life in America

The Communicator Editorial Staff

Dr. Peter Rose returned to the College on Thursday, November 11th for a lecture/discussion entitled “The Politics of Anger in the Age of Trump,” a follow up to his well-received lectures on March 31st BCC – “The Politics of Fear: Intolerance, Nativism, and Wars Within.” In the spring lecture Dr. Rose provided an overview of how issues of race, ethnicity, and immigration were being played out in a new political landscape that we had been experiencing during the presidential primaries, especially the Republican primaries. This March presentation was held under the auspices of the Eastern Sociological Society.

This was not, however, the first series of interactions that Dr. Rose, and his wife, Dr. Hedwig Rose, both professors emeriti at Smith College, have had with BCC students. They are members of the faculty at the Salzburg Global Alliance and have worked with the CUNY cohort there numerous times since 2005. Dr. Peter Rose also gave the Annual Ehrenpreis Memorial Lecture at the College in 2006.

One of the leading experts on issues of race, ethnicity, and diversity, Dr. Rose has written many extended publications that have included Americans from Africa, first published in 1970. His other books include They and When, The Subject is Race, Strangers in Their Midst, The Ghetto and Beyond, Nation of Nations, Through Different Eyes: Black and White Perspectives on American Race Relations, Working with Refugees, Tempest-Tost, The Dispossessed: An Anatomy of Exile, and a memoir, Postmonitions of a Love Axis.

In addition to his writing, Dr. Rose taught courses on immigration and ethnic studies at the University of California at Berkeley and the University of Connecticut, and he has been a faculty member of the Global Citizenship Alliance in Salzburg since its inception 12 years ago.

As the contentious presidential campaign moved from the primaries to the general election between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, the Department of History issued an invitation to Dr. Rose to return to BCC to discuss the election, no matter the outcome, and to unpack what the results might mean to both the nation and the rest of the world. “Building Democracy: Reflecting on the Elections and Moving Forward,” the third event in the 2016-2017 BCC President’s Conversation Series on Democracy and Freedom, was coordinated by Dr. Jordi Getman-Eraso (History), Dr. Mara Lazda (History), and Professor Andrew Rowan (English).

Dr. Rose highlighted similarities between the current political context in the U.S. and the socioeconomic, political, and cultural divisions in interwar Europe in the 1920s and 1930s. He also reminded audience members that divisive rhetoric has a long history in the United States and targeted groups have included African-Americans, Japanese, and the Irish, among others. Through these and other examples, Dr. Rose asked attendees to consider the constructed nature of racial and other stereotypes.

Dr. Rose asserted that we as Americans need to listen to one another. He reminded the audience that those “angry” voters should also have a voice in our political and cultural discourse. What he did assail, however, were the racist, nativist, anti-Semitic, and white supremacist underpinnings of the President-elect’s campaign. This view was echoed by several faculty and students, one of whom noted that some strategists were spinning that many of Donald Trump’s most divisive pronouncements had been taken out of context, but videos and transcript of speeches and his numerous tweets have shown this attempt to mainstream and normalize many of Trump’s view to be a false effort.

Near the end of his wide-ranging discussion, Dr. Rose stated, “In recent days many Republican leaders who had said Trump was a buffoon, too much of a loose cannon, and far too narcissistic to be elected president are turning into fawning sycophants. And even some Democrats are saying, ‘Well, give him a chance.’ It sounds to me like an old familiar ploy where people go along to get along, usually at the expense of others, often with disastrous results.” He noted, however, that it would be folly to ignore those whose economic well-being and sense of identity have been upended by globalization and the technology revolution.

Near the end of the session, one audience member urged that we not overlook another factor that had not been addressed, and that was misogyny – and the reluctance of a great many American men and women to trust and believe that a woman could be an effective leader and commander-in-chief.

Dr. Rose, however, stated that he remained hopeful that Americans share a common “hub” that can serve as a foundation of unity. He encouraged the BCC community to continue to use dialogue as a resource for countering divisions.
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The Communicator is seeking interested and committed editorial staff members. We need news (campus events, sports, department news, etc.), columnists, creative writers (poems, short stories, and memoirs), photographers, and proofreaders as well as an office manager (someone who is eligible for work study would be preferred).

Senior colleges, as well as scholarship sources, love to see campus involvement and such stories for the college newspaper on your applications.

Please contact Professor Andrew Rowan (we will get started in August as a team) if you are interested: andrew.rowan@bcc.cuny.edu.
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Martin Luther King, Jr. once said, “Intelligence plus character—that is the goal of true education.” At times, students find themselves questioning the importance of college. A college education supplies wider opportunities for graduates as opposed to those without a higher education. There is a higher demand for students in possession of their aspired degree. As you learn in business and economics classes, supply and demand is the basis of the market economy for determining prices within a market. According to the law of demand, based on the equality of all factors, the higher the price, the less demand.

According to the Accounting Scholars Development Program. KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) visited the Accounting Scholars Development Program and presented points of interest in the accounting profession. KPMG is a professional service company that provides audit, taxation, and advisory accounting services. Employees from the accounting firm presented an expository about “Forensic Accounting” which is the use of accounting skills to investigate financial crime and to analyze financial information for use in legal proceedings. PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) is a multinational professional services network headquartered in London, United Kingdom. It is the largest professional services firm in the world. At the Howard University program, PwC’s presentation included a discussion about the gap between female and male participation in top management roles.

Bronx Community College accounting majors (from left to right) Maria Conception, Mohammed Ibrahim, Yissel Lantigua, Mariam Gouem, and Tawfic Siiba were selected to represent the college at the 2016 Accounting Scholars Development Program (ASDP). The program started Sunday afternoon when each participant introduced him/herself to other participants and the organizers of the event.

One prime example would be the College Media Convention for writers, columnists, creative writers (poems, short stories, memoirs), photographers, and proofreaders as well as an office manager (someone who is eligible for work study would be perfect).

Senior colleges, as well as scholarship sources, love to see campus involvement and such stories for the college newspaper on your applications.

Please contact Professor Andrew Rowan (we will get started in August as a team) if you are interested: andrew.rowan@bcc.cuny.edu.

Transfer Planning: B.A. or B.S. Degree?

By Edwin Roman

Students researching senior college degree programs may find that some majors offer both B.A. (Bachelor of Arts) and B.S. (Bachelor of Science) degrees. If you were to research accounting, chemistry, or psychology majors at CUNY senior colleges, you will find offerings in both degrees and sometimes at the same college. Both the B.A. and B.S. degrees have a balance of the following components:

• A major providing preparation in an academic or professional field.
• General education providing fundamental university-level education in communication, scientific reasoning, mathematics, and social sciences.
• Electives and/or a minor chosen to fit the student’s preferences or needs.

There are differences.

A Bachelor of Arts degree is a humanities based degree designed to provide a balanced liberal arts education: a recognition of the recognized discipline or interdisciplinary field. A Bachelor of Science degree is science based and also provides a balanced liberal arts education as well as a scientific, technical, or professional entry-level competence.

The best way to choose between a B.A. and B.S. is to look forward: explore professional and/or graduate school requirements for what is required or preferred. One example is Lehman College, which offers a B.A. and B.S. in Accounting. According to the Lehman College course catalog, students who complete the B.A. in Accounting qualify for positions in private and public accounting, but the degree does not satisfy the educational requirements for a New York Certified Public Accountant (C.P.A.) To become a C.P.A. in New York State, a student would have to pursue the B.S. in Accounting. Please note that BCC has an articulation agreement with this Lehman program (details may be found on the Transfer Planning website).

Other Baccalaureate Degrees

Detailed below are other baccalaureate degrees you may come across in your transfer planning research. The advice offered above also applies for the following degrees. Connect with your respective academic department if you still have questions.

• B. Arch. (Bachelor of Architecture): The National Architectural Accrediting Board, which allows students to qualify for the Architect Registration Examination, accredits B. Arch. Degrees. City College offers a B. Arch. Degree.
• B.B.A. (Bachelor of Business Administration): B.B.A. Degree programs provide students a core curriculum designed to expose them to general business topics, professional and advanced courses in a specific academic area such as finance, international business or marketing. Baruch College offers various B.B.A. Degrees such as Marketing Management.
• B.F.A. (Bachelor of Fine Arts): The B.F.A. includes a component of liberal arts courses, but the majority of the major coursework consists of studio work and education in visual and performing arts. Many of these degree programs require a portfolio or audition for admission. Lehman College offers a B.F.A. in Art.
• B.Tech (Bachelor of Technology): The B.Tech is skill oriented and a degree is awarded following the completion of a curriculum that emphasizes practice, as opposed to theory. SUNY Morrisville offers a B. Tech in Automotive Technology.

Edwin Roman is the Academic and Transfer Resources Coordinator. This article was originally published in the Fall 2015 issue of the Transfer Talk newsletter.
The Absence of Meaning
By Elizabeth Lopez

I dare you to change my conviction of how I see the world as of now. I dare you to put meaning into something and see the difference. If you already put meaning into things, I dare you to help someone else turn a shallow pool into a deep ocean.

Change your resolution, and after change it again because goals are good. Chase your dreams, but not to the point where we’re merely instead of the tortoise. You will get there if you want it bad enough. Only you define your limits.

Spend Christmas with people who are important to you, not with people who are in a television set. Revive Santa and other cliches in the hearts of the innocent and keep them In warm kindle of childhood.

Do things you love in life, not things that will get you ahead. If you can find both by all means. Don’t let reality win. Fight for the dreams reality defies.

Unlike reality, fantasy is where everything is possible, everyone is happy, things are relatively Zen. Wouldn’t a world filled with fantasy be better off than one controlled by harsh reality? And who really made it a fact that reality had to be harsh?

Change the norms, delete the word normal altogether. Santa was dead; to begin with, Never said he couldn’t be restored.

We are forever haunted by our 3 prominent ghosts. Our daunting future ahead of us. Looming in our faces. Making lion’s into kittens, men into mice. Unknown and mysterious. We never see it coming. Our regretful past which we push to the back of our minds. Showing our mistakes, our missed opportunities, and things we’ve lost. Humbling us, make us human, shaping us as Freud would say. Making us who we are.

Our unappreciated present that make us all seem blind. We leave it on the backburner as we look to higher horizons and chase the future we can’t possibly know. Gone in seconds. Elusive.

I’m the voice of the people who sit and observe from the back of the room. I’m the voice of the misunderstood and mistreated. I’m the voice of those who are afraid to have a voice.

The voice of those who see the change, the decline of true value, and true meaning. Sometimes we have to take it upon ourselves and hold on to the responsibility of a changed world.

I hope this reaches the person who’s lost faith; in God, in trust, in love, and mostly in ourselves. It’s about conquests, and quantity. It’s about financial matters, back to the ages of a dowry and standings in wealth.

Music has lost some meaning. Lyrics that once held significance and emotion as well as truth and a hidden story of childhood. Now they’re just people living in the same house, sharing the same blood. They’re just people who we used to worship, people we used to honor above all else.

We are forever haunted by our 3 prominent ghosts. Our daunting future ahead of us. Looming in our faces. Making lion’s into kittens, men into mice. Unknown and mysterious. We never see it coming. Our regretful past which we push to the back of our minds. Showing our mistakes, our missed opportunities, and things we’ve lost. Humbling us, make us human, shaping us as Freud would say. Making us who we are.

Our unappreciated present that make us all seem blind. We leave it on the backburner as we look to higher horizons and chase the future we can’t possibly know. Gone in seconds. Elusive.

I’m the voice of the people who sit and observe from the back of the room. I’m the voice of the misunderstood and mistreated. I’m the voice of those who are afraid to have a voice. The voice of those who see the change, the decline of true value, and true meaning. Sometimes we have to take it upon ourselves and hold on to the responsibility of a changed world.

I hope this reaches the person who’s lost faith; in God, in trust, in love, and mostly in our society. Our unappreciated present that make us all seem blind. We leave it on the backburner as we look to higher horizons and chase the future we can’t possibly know. Gone in seconds. Elusive.
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The Writer’s Corner

Love Axis
By Kaemanje Thomas ©

Life tectonic plates shift planes and coordinates
Vibrating and creating volcanic eruptions of love
unconditional
From the Tropic of Cancer to Capricorn, love axes
resounds.
We wait for an external love, ignoring the one, which
dines quietly within.
Barely, we breathe as life patterns concedes mirrors of
doubt
Conversations on politics and prose, jostling the wind
while it kisses our nose.
Internal vs. external validation eludes us.

We expect without giving,
Living demands reciprocity.
We conjure imitations of love
Using our solar plexus

Ignoring an innate fear, feverishly circles our globes
Then sadness hits, as our emotions splits; grasping as
they float on clouds of the past.
In our reverie, cycles of love bounce from our hands
to worlds unknown.
Into safe orbits, we hope, it elopes into Orion’s belt,
disappearing into darkness

Love and truth, passion and pain, all ebbed and flow
into streams of unconsciousness
A sweet surrender walks in gallant splendor, knowing
egos should walk unhitched
Hum drumming to find meaning in a battle,
Love in its purest form, eludes all thought and action.
Connected as stars, projecting dreams in our cosmos
constellation

We are apart of a grand design greater,
Healing abounds, in syncopation to the melody of
love all around,
Our existence, though fleeting, gives life new meaning,
knowing you never alone
Love is eternal; it keeps our world from spinning out
of equilibrium.

Addicted to Notifications
By Yubelka Nuñez

immobility taunts me
as i lay
stiff as a board
heavy as piles of brick
on this egg shelled bed
feet like rocks pressed effortlessly against the headboard

every second is suspense culminating to nothingness
time lost with my impatience
gone with every wish and desire to touch your words
tick-tocking in circles
what i want festers
my heart bursts
as i slip into oblivion
as the screen remains locked
time (my only companion)

until
you finally
write me

3 Short Poems
By Shoola Oyindamola

PREACHER
Don’t give me hope with your left hand
That says patience
while your right hand
Has what I need.

SINNERMAN
Sometimes, it’s not the devil
I rebuke and tell to be gone,
It’s me.

NOT, NUTS, KNOTS
It is not to think that I am not nuts
It is knots to think that I am nuts
It is not to think that knots is not nuts.
I am knots but not like nuts.
It is nuts to think this too is not knots
It is knots because this is nuts.

Hide me in your Canvas
By Yubelka Nuñez

lose me in the center of your canvas
splatter my essence and smudge my rough edges
hide me underneath your brush strokes and
rediscovered colors
paint me as the secret to your passion
as the reason to your naked to your eyes alone
leave every spectator to wonder
where i begin
and where your perception of me ends

Only to be understood by you

Join a Club or Organization
The Twenty-third Annual Bronx Community College Film & Video Festival
Premiered 13 BCC Student Films at Bow Tie Chelsea Cinema

By Kerron Henry, President, BCC Media and Digital Film Club

Students in the BCC Media and Digital Film Club along with The Media and Digital Film Production Program of the Communications Arts and Science Department worked late hours to complete their films for the Twenty-third Annual BCC Film and Video Festival, which took place on Thursday, June 9th at the Bow Tie Chelsea Cinemas. A reception, catered by Arthur Avenue Caterers, followed the awards ceremony in the mezzanine of the cinema.

During the festival, students showed off their original short films that they had been working on throughout the semester. Production was supported by executives from the Governor’s Office of Motion Picture & Television Development, Eastman Kodak Company, B&H Photo, Avid Technology, DuArt Media Services, Panasonic, HBO, The Independent Film Channel, Local 600, IATSE, Panavision, Barbizon Lighting Company and many other companies were on hand to screen the films and present awards. During the festival, special thanks were extended to Dr. Debra Gonsior, Chair of the Communications Arts & Sciences Department, for her continued support for the festival.

“The films that were presented at this year’s film festival are as varied as the students that created them,” said Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky of the Bronx Community College CAS Media and Digital Film Production Program. “Audience feedback is invaluable in developing a clear sense of what one wants to do as a film and video artist. There is something very special to be in a screening room and celebrate that. This was a very special evening for all of our BCC filmmakers and I was glad to be in the audience for the 23rd year and applaud them for their efforts.”

The 2016 Eastman Kodak Student Filmmaker Awards were presented by Anne Hubble, Eastman Kodak Company, Regional Account Manager, Studio & Independent Feature Film and Film Schools. First prize was given to Christopher Pabon for his film Ms. Brown. Emmanuel Adu Poku received second prize for Alleycat. Third and fourth prizes were given to Obediah Poteat (Slam Lock) and Adonnys Pichardo (Time’s Chances), respectively.

Christopher Pabon who won first prize for Ms. Brown said: “I’m thankful that BCC’s MEDP Program gave me an opportunity to make a thesis film and participate in the annual BCC Film Festival. You can see how Prof. Wisotsky is the entire MEDP faculty care. Prof. Wisotsky always does something to help students improve as filmmakers, and I’ve never interacted with a film instructor who’s actually been behind the camera professionally. Prof. Wisotsky is a DGA director! I’ve never had that experience because no one else has given me that opportunity. So, words cannot even begin to express the range of emotions I am experiencing at this moment. Tonight was one of the most amazing nights I will always remember.”

Romel Rodriguez, a Media and Digital Film Production major, received the Sixth Annual Steve Garfinkel Memorial Award for Excellence in Media and Digital Film Production, which is given in honor of the late cinematographer Dejan Georgevich. “Steve’s record of the Cinematographers Guild, and the award was presented by fellow cinematographer Dejan Georgevich. “Steve’s record of her academic experiences at Bronx Community College.

The Nancy Littlefield Memorial Award was established by the Bronx Community College Foundation for achievements by a women student director in the BCC Media and Digital Film Production Program. Ms. Littlefield was the first woman assistant director admitted to the East Coast Directors Guild of America and Commissioner of the media of Film, Theater and Broadcasting. She has been an inspiration to all who followed in her footsteps. The award was presented by Vince Misiano, National Vice President, Directors Guild of America (DGA), Stephen Glenarock, DGA Unit Production Manager, Eddy Bayardelle, BCC President, Change Create Transform Foundation; Emmanuel Adu Poku, 2016 Promise Scholar; Christopher H. Byfield and Stephanie Fox, former BCC Promise Prize scholars; and Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky, Director, CAS Media and Digital Film Production Program.

The Avid Technology Award for a film that excels in exploring contemporary issues was presented to Jemeal Baldassar for his documentary film, Broken Hope.

The Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards were established by the Media and Digital Film Production Program to recognize students who have demonstrated the capability to make a positive difference at Bronx Community College and their community. The awards were presented by Dr. Thomas Isekenegbe, President, Bronx Community College, and Dr. Claudia Schrader, Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic and Student Success. The 2016 Peter J. Rondinone Screenwriting Memorial Award winners were: Emmanuel Adu Poku, Jaden Glasford, Danny Ferrettes, Adonnys Pichardo, Christopher Pabon and Obediah Poteat.

The Avid Technology Award was presented to Christopher Pabon for excellence in Television Non-Linear Editing. The award was presented by Vince Misiano, National Vice President, Directors Guild of America (DGA), Stephen Glenarock, DGA Unit Production Manager, Eddy Bayardelle, BCC President, Change Create Transform Foundation; Emmanuel Adu Poku, 2016 Promise Prize Scholar; Christopher H. Byfield and Stephanie Fox, former BCC Promise Prize scholars; and Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky, Director, CAS Media and Digital Film Production Program.

From left to right: Dr. Claudia Schrader, Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic and Student Success; Dr. Thomas Isekenegbe, President, Bronx Community College; Vikki L. Pryor, Founder, Change Create Transform Foundation; Emmanuel Adu Poku, 2016 Promise Prize Scholar; Christopher H. Byfield and Stephanie Fox, former BCC Promise Prize scholars; and Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky, Director, CAS Media and Digital Film Production Program. Photo courtesy of Thomas Donley

Brong Community College student filmmakers pose with faculty, sponsors and staff in front of the Bow Tie Chelsea Cinemas in New York City for the 23rd Annual Bronx Community College Film & Video Festival.

**Photo courtesy of Thomas Donley**

**CUNY Athletic Conference Award to Bronx Freshman Guard**

November 30, 2016. Keesholl Garrett from Bronx Community College has been named CUNYAC Community College Female Rookie of the Week. New to college basketball, Garrett is making progress in each game, and her and coaches feel that she will improve as the season schedule continues. The freshman is adapting well to playing team basketball and in improving all aspects of the game, specifically her defensive skills. Garrett is also taking advantage of her academic experiences at Bronx Community College. **The Communicator – December 9, 2016**
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Preserving History through Digitized Oral Histories

By Yubelka Nunez

The author at the Salzburg Global Citizenship Alliance, Salzburg, Austria, April 2016.

The General Counseling Departments in collaboration with the Archives at Bronx Community College are developing the project “Raising Ourselves Up: Oral Histories from First-Generation College Students at BCC.” The experiential learning project will focus on the personal stories, struggles, and experiences of first-generation BCC students.

First-generation college students can often be underrepresented in higher education. This project will not only shed light on the unique challenges correlated with certain socioeconomic backgrounds, ethnic, racial or immigrant backgrounds, but also on the vitality and resilience that particularly propel BCC students to push forward, overcome, and succeed at obtaining their desired college education.

What is especially unique about the way in which these stories are collected is that BCC students will be interviewed by fellow students. Students from all walks of life may relate to each other as peers who strive towards fulfilling their college education and academic goals. This exchange between peers who may or may not have similar college experiences can generate transparent conversations that can touch on a variety of challenges and solutions that demand to be exposed, explored, and analyzed.

As a first-generation college student myself, and as the first of my siblings to attend college, I can attest to the especially difficult process of learning about the college educational system, adapting to a college course schedule, developing time-management skills, and creating academic goals beginning at BCC and beyond the baccalaureate level. I can also share that I’ve been more than pleased by the incredible amount of supportive resources offered at BCC. Essentially, we need to begin engaging in dialogue regarding access to public education at BCC, CUNY, and elsewhere.

What is the criteria for participating in “Raising Ourselves Up”? One must be a matriculated student, have excellent communication skills, have an interest in learning about multimedia technologies, enjoy storytelling, and have a desire to share their story at BCC. There is no requirement for previous experience, video and interview training will be provided for free through a series of workshops during the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters. Lastly, for those interested in becoming student interviewers, a commitment for up to three hours per week during the aforementioned semesters is necessary. Who can you contact if you’re interested in being a candidate for the Raising Ourselves Up Fellowship or in telling your story? You can email Professor Cynthia Tobar (oral historian and archivist) at Cynthia.tobar@bcc.cuny.edu, and Dr. Nelson Reynoso, Associate Professor (Student Support Services/General Counseling Department) at Nelson.Reynoso@bcc.cuny.edu to set up an appointment for further instructions and information.

Graduation Project and Reverse Transfer Outreach Initiative

Graduation Project and Reverse Transfer Outreach Initiatives Reconnecting – “A Shared Vision for Student Success”

Located: Colston Hall, Room 527
Phone: (718) 289-5718
Email: GradProj.RevTrans@bcc.cuny.edu

Overview:
The Graduation Project and Reverse Transfer Outreach Initiatives reconnect Bronx Community College’s (BCC) former students who have not earned a degree with the tool’s necessary to graduate. The Graduation Project and Reverse Transfer Outreach Initiative were established at Bronx Community College in Spring 2014. It was officially accepted and centralized by CUNY Central Office in the Spring 2016 semester.

The Graduation Project and Reverse Transfer Outreach Initiatives consist of former BCC students who need any combination of the following components to graduate: one to two classes primarily, the CATW exam, a 2.0 GPA, and/or a possible course substitution or writing intensive. Here are some statistical data:

- Beginning Fall 2008 to Fall 2011, there are 2,976 former BCC students who have not earned a degree. Out of the 2,976, there are 978 students who have earned 60 credits and above with no degree. Thirty-two students are lacking the CATW exam and 578 students need just three (3) credits or below to graduate.
- From Spring 2012 to Summer 2016, there are 2,483 former BCC students who have not earned a degree. Out of the 2,483, there are roughly 1,129 students who have 60 credits and above with no degree, as well as 387 students who only need one (1) course to graduate.

This initiative has had two successful Degree Completion Mixer Events which were held on March 31, 2016 and October 20, 2016, where a total of 22 former BCC students were identified as eligible for graduation and awarded degrees.

FAQs:
What is our mission?
To increase the graduation rate at Bronx Community College.

What services does this project/initiative provide?
- Student Outreach and Communications
- Student Electronic Tracking of Progress to Graduation
- Educational Resources (Advisement/Tutoring/Mentoring)
- Financial Resources
- Student Assessment Services
While some people make assumptions about how the new first lady is going to be, many others are already bringing up their memories of one of the most famous women: Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States (FLOTUS). Michelle Obama is one of the best-educated first ladies the United States has had. She also has done an amazing job as first lady. However, when many people start to think about Melania Trump as first lady, she does not have the same impact Mrs. Obama has had. While some people might be skeptical about her, it seems that the new FLOTUS will be another woman who might influence the perceptions of people about Mrs. Trump in her new job: family background, education and career. In my opinion, it is going to be challenging for her since she was the first who photographed her, she was always very interested in “perfecting her pose for the camera and focused on what kind of lighting worked best.” Jerko also mentioned that “she works on herself a lot and hardly ever went to a party.” He said, “She was always either studying or swimming.”

In a sharp contrast to Mrs. Obama’s education, Mrs. Trump does not have a college degree. She entered Ljubljana University to pursue a degree in architecture and design, but she did just one year. Then she dropped out to pursue her modeling career that was “beginning to flourish” at the same time she was studying (The Daily Mail). Despite her dropping out of college, she is a fluent speaker in five languages: Slovenian, English, French, Serbian and German. In contrast to Mrs. Obama, Mrs. Trump began her career when she was only 16 years old. She was very talented as a model and she had a lot of opportunities that allowed her to develop and to grow in her career. According to some reports, “Mrs. Trump first modeled for Verze, a Slovenian magazine, then at one of the most prominent textile factories in Yugoslavia. She left Slovenia when she was 16 and moved to Milan, where she met a talented agent and she signed with the agency. From there, she got a job in New York and as a result, she got a job in Paris.”

After graduating from Harvard, she worked as an associate lawyer in Sidney Austin's Chicago branch where she met Barack Obama; the White House mentor. In 1991, she decided to leave this job and pursue a career in public service. She started to work as an assistant of Mayor Richard Daley and then as the assistant of the commissioner of planning and the City of Chicago. She was the executive director of a non-profit leadership training program called the Chicago Office of Public Allies. She also worked for the University of Chicago as associate dean of student services and then as executive director of community relations and external affairs for the University of Chicago Hospitals. She worked at the University of Chicago and then at Princeton - she got her education in French and took accelerated courses in biology. She has a Juris Doctor degree.

In 1991, she left her job as a lawyer and started her own business, Maloinilex, which means “the modeling industry is one of the hardest to promote in” according to this woman. In 2010, she launched a line of anti-aging jewelry called Melania on QVC and the jewelry sold out in 45 minutes. Two years later she launched a line of anti-aging creams called “Laze Moisture with Caviar Complex.” Now, Mrs. Trump is focusing her time to this business and to raise her child, Barron.

In 2016, many people start to think that Mrs. Trump is going to have a new job and many of us are skeptical of her performance based on her background. I feel we need to be open and give her a chance to demonstrate how she can help us to get through the next four years, despite the things her husband, President-elect Donald J. Trump has said. Until we give her the opportunity to work and demonstrate what we can do, we won’t know how exactly she is going to be, or if she is going to do an exceptional job as Michelle Obama has done.

References


While some people think that a modeling career is just to look beautiful and nice in photographs, it seems to be harder than that. According to LinkedIn, she largely is made up of many people, who are to be trusted when it comes to modeling careers to achieve and maintain.” You have to know the market and get to know people. After her success in the 90’s with her career, now she is an entrepreneur. In 2010, she introduced her first line of jewelry on home shopping network QVC; the jewelry called Melania sold out in 45 minutes. Two years later she launched a line of anti-aging creams called “Laze Moisture with Caviar Complex.” Now, Mrs. Trump is focusing her time to this business and to raise her child, Barron.

Now that Mrs. Trump is soon to have a new job and many of us are skeptical of her performance based on her background, I feel we need to be open and give her a chance to demonstrate how she can help us to get through the next four years, despite the things her husband, President-elect Donald J. Trump has said. Until we give her the opportunity to work and demonstrate what we can do, we won’t know how exactly she is going to be, or if she is going to do an exceptional job as Michelle Obama has done.
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Meet the Faculty: Wendell Haynes
By Alex Luma

What do you love most about yourself?

Getting to meet a whole bunch of new students every year… It’s a year-long program. You get all these different individuals with different personalities and mindsets, different ways that they learned before they came to this program… I love getting to talk to them and getting to make them realize how great they are and how they can shape themselves up before they go off to a four-year college. It’s like a transition. Being able to see that, to experience that and to help them grow further is some of the few things I love about this job.

What is your favorite type of music?

I love all music. I have every genre. Nowadays, I listen to old school reggae. It soothes me and brings me back to when I was in Trinidad. My father used to play different types of music… calypso, reggae, R&B, soul, country, and gospel. I have heard a lot of different things. It brings me to a great piece of mind. I love Neo-Soul also. I’ll also play some new school and old school R&B music.

What song brings back the most memories?

There are a lot of songs that I could say bring back a lot of memories. I could listen to a lot of Bob Marley tracks and that would bring me back to being a child. There are so many artists that trigger memories from my childhood… Anita Baker, Sade, Michael Jackson… I could play a tune from him from each of the eras that he came out with music, from growing up in the Jackson Five, and that would have me flash back to back in the day. His Off the Wall Album sends me back a lot to the early 80’s and late 70’s. That brings me back, so I would say Michael Jackson.

What would be your last meal if you were given a choice?

Wow. That’s an interesting question. I never really thought of a last meal. I guess that would be a mixture of culture, of my culture and this American culture. I would ask for not only baked macaroni and cheese and collard greens, but I would also ask to incorporate some roti and a mixture of some curry channa and goat. To top it all off with some dessert and drink, it would be a carrot cake with cheese, take topping and a great big glass of water with that. That meal would be a sufficient last request.

What is your favorite basketball team?

I am a New York Knicks fan for life. When I came here to this country, I always loved the Knicks… seeing Patrick Ewing, Mason, God bless his soul, John Starks, Grand-mama, Charles Oakley, and a couple of other players. I’m a New York Knicks fan for life…for life!

What is your favorite baseball team?

I grew up in Queens and I was a Mets fan. I used to go to a couple of Mets games through high school and to me that team was cool. I gradually grew to like the Yankees. I still play close attention to the Mets but I am a Yankees fan.

What is your favorite football team?

That has always been divided also. I’ve always looked at the Jets and respected them throughout the years and looked at that team. However, I’ve always been a Giants fan.

How do you define success?

If I get to that pinnacle of me looking at myself like that and seeing… like someone writing about me or interviewing me like you are interviewing me right now… or talking about it and reflecting on how much I have done to make that achievement or make my goals a reality… I can’t see it just yet. I don’t see myself as being successful as of yet. It’s kind of hard for me to think about it because we are still building and getting better. One day, around me will reap those benefits in. At the same time, I will be able to share all my knowledge and everything I have done to reach that pinnacle. I want everyone else to achieve that success. Being able to spend money and do this and that… that’s nice. That’s monetary success. Success means so many different things. You can achieve your goal of buying a house or getting different degrees like your master’s, doctorate… sharing a family, having your wife and kids… That’s a success. Living and being true to yourself, as well as being true to others and building great relationships, could be a great success also.

How are you pursuing your dreams right now?

By not stopping what I’m doing… change is inevitable. Every year, we get a little older. They say we get wiser but sometimes we get stagnant in our growth. We all have dreams and set goals for ourselves. Sometimes, we lose focus and sight of that. You can say that you are able to do this and that, and then the next day or year, you think that you never really thought of that. With me, it’s a daily thing of saying that I’m going to accomplish this. I came here for a reason and I’m blessed to be here. All these different things that have happened since I got here… the growth from being a case manager to being a counselor at GSL, and then hopefully, in the next couple of years, becoming a professor, a teacher, and then… who knows… in between all that, owning businesses. I just cannot stop that. I cannot lose sight of my goals. It’s easy to lose sight and to lose faith. Real life happens. You have to pay bills. You’ve got to do this and that. Sometimes, you lose sight of the bigger picture. It’s a constant daily routine of you saying, “Okay. This is why I came here. This is what I want to do. This is what I want to accomplish.” It’s a self-affirmation kind of thing. You re-at the front of your mirror looking at yourself saying, “I’m going to achieve this. I’m going to do this.” Well, do this. No matter what someone tells me, no matter what I’m going through, no matter where I’m at, I’m going to accomplish this. It’s a constant reminder of what you need to achieve.

What is your favorite pizza topping?

I do love cheddar cheese. I love cheeses. Growing up in Trinidad and visiting there when I graduated from high school,… one of my friends took me to a pizza store and I had ordered a whole pie and one of the toppings they put on that bad boy was not only pineapple… it was topped with cheddar cheese and also onions and seasoned ground beef. It was a great mixture of taste. So, the topping that I would always love on top of a pizza, I guess, would be the ground beef.

What is the best advice you have ever received?

I have received a lot of great advice and I still do, from family, friends, my mom, my brothers and even complete strangers. Sometimes they see me, I’m on the train tired and going home. I think the best advice someone told me was to never give up. Just keep on reaching for that top. Keep on striving. Don’t give up.

What was your favorite sitcom growing up?

Hands down… In Living Color…the funniest thing I have… well hands down, yes, In Living Color… but also The Muppets. I grew up watching The Muppets. That was, to me, the funniest thing to see. Muppets interact with humans was great. They brought back The Muppets, and I hope they revive In Living Color with probably a new cast. If they could bring back some of the old cast members; that would be one of the greatest shows ever.

What gets you excited about life?

Learning new things, meeting different people, getting to travel a lot, culture… We are blessed every day when waking up and getting a chance to experience new things on a daily basis. Nothing is ever given. Nothing is guaranteed. Some people don’t like change or accept change. Once you accept change and build a great foundation and be truthful with yourself or others… I take it on a daily basis and enjoy that.
Meet the Student: Devon Yorke
By Alex Luma

During the interview, I talked with Devon Yorke about the different perspectives and educational values that are important to him. In addition, he recapitulated his current academic/career pursuits and how he plans to give back to the community, in addition to giving advice for current STEM enthusiasts.

What kind of music do you listen to?
I listen to hip hop music and a little rock music. I am trying to incorporate gospel music into my mix. I’m not a big fan of country music. Sometimes, I listen to a little techno every now and then.

What song brings back the most memories and why?
If I had to really choose, it’s “Home” by Chris Daughtry. It just gives me a sense of salvation. It makes me think about that everything that’s going on in my life. It makes me revert back to my childhood a little bit.

If your life was a novel, what would be the title and how would the story end?
Well, I look at my life like this. Every time something new pops up in my life, it’s a new chapter. I looked at it like this. I finished high school. That’s the end of a chapter. I started college. That opens up a new chapter. I left one school and came to this school. That’s another chapter. To be quite honest with you, I don’t know how it’s going to end. Nobody knows how it’s going to end. It’s how you make the ending. You would never know how it’s going to end. If I had to name a title, it would just be called “My Journey through Life.” It’s just going to show you all the ups and downs as not only just a student but also a young black African American man here in New York City.

What are your most memorable experiences along your journey in your major/career?
One of my most memorable experiences is definitely going to the BEYA STEM Conference. I really enjoyed that to the fullest; just to be able to see the most successful engineers all across the country and just to be able to talk to them and get an idea of what STEM is like and just to be able to get into that field. It’s just amazing. I’ve had a lot of amazing parts in my life but I think that to me, sets the bar for me.

What is your favorite pleasure food that you can’t resist?
I love my grilled chicken Caesar salads all the time. I guess, if I really had to choose a type… I think I’d stick with the salad. I enjoy eating my salads a lot and try to stay as healthy as possible.

What is the best advice you have ever received?
The best advice I have ever received is just to stay in school. In this day and age, everything is much tougher and everything is much harder that your education is key. Without a good education, it’s going to be very hard to survive. I realized that because I had a friend who told me… He actually was in a car accident one night before. We picked him up and his car was totaled. We ended up picking him up and driving home. That night he told me to stay in school and do well and make sure you just prosper and do what you need to do. That’s ironic he said that because the following day he suffered a heart attack and passed away a couple days later. It just goes to show you how short life can be without warning. That just gives me motivation every day. It makes me think about certain things. I think that’s the best advice I could give anybody. Just stay in school and continue to work hard. Don’t stop. Don’t give up.

Combating Gender Stereotypes and Sexism: Ask Me about My Feminist Agenda!
By Shoola Oyindamola

This is an excerpt from a speech I gave at an event organized by the GetPsyCh’d program, November 3rd.

My agenda for feminism is that it becomes human-friendly. I want it to be a movement that creates humor out of our shortcomings to fix gender problems. I write this as an invitation to men out there to let them know that this word that they are afraid of is composed of imperfect beings like them who strive for the best with the little actions they display. We are feminists but we are still women and human beings who like lip gloss, gowns and the color pink. We love to be loved, to be treated like princesses, to have the doors opened for us and to be human. We also like to be in charge, to own our bodies and to be in positions standing beside not behind men.

I crave for a movement that will not tolerate any injustices against females but will benefit males in the long run. I want a movement that educates and inspires men about what women want. A movement that motivates women to want something for themselves. A movement enticing for men to participate in. A reason for women and men to change their mentalities and actions towards gender issues. A society that encourages men as much as it exalts women for defending female rights. I want a legacy whereby the children unborn will be liberated and not have to fight these battles that should not have existed in the first place. I want a movement of feminists who are role models for men to imitate. I dearly wish for a confident space for men about what women want. A movement that motivates men to want something for themselves. I think that’s the best advice I could give anybody. Just stay in school and continue to work hard. Don’t stop. Don’t give up.

Editor’s Note: See “Inter-Session Reading List, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, We Should All Be Feminists” (page 12).

What is your current role in the Young Achievers Program?
My current role is just being a mentor. I’ve been a part of the program now since 2009. That’s seven years. The program is near and dear to my heart. I take that program very seriously. That program transformed me from a student who is doing well in school and just didn’t have an idea of where he wanted to go… that program took me from that person to someone who knows what he wants out of life. The program has turned me into more of a man than I have ever been before. I just love to be able to go out there and mentor and try to guide these young African American boys and Latino boys and try to show them that education is key. Education is important. We’re going to show you how you do well in education and we’re also going to give you some other skills as well, such as knowing etiquette and things like that… This is going to help you in your life journey when you want to interview for a job, when you meet a girl or something like that… These are tips that are going to help you become a man.

What is the best advice you have ever received?
The best advice I have ever received is just to stay in school. In this day and age, everything is much tougher and everything is much harder that your education is key. Without a good education, it’s going to be very hard to survive. I realized that because I had a friend who told me… He actually was in a car accident one night before. We picked him up and his car was totaled. We ended up picking him up and driving home. That night he told me to stay in school and do well and make sure you just prosper and do what you need to do. That’s ironic he said that because the following day he suffered a heart attack and passed away a couple days later. It just goes to show you how short life can be without warning. That just gives me motivation every day. It makes me think about certain things. I think that’s the best advice I could give anybody. Just stay in school and continue to work hard. Don’t stop. Don’t give up.
The recently concluded election has sent shock waves through the country. Not only in a political sense but in an emotional sense as well. Many people in and out of political circles have gone into a state of shock. Not to mention that there is a very small chance, that Trump could win. It was a sure thing, most of the polls said. But then came the only poll that actually matters: the one on Election Day.

When it was all said and done, Trump had won 306 electoral votes to Clinton's 232. The popular vote was a bit different, as of 8:22pm on November 18th, the popular vote was 53,953,384 to 53,891,355. This means that actually 61,125,956 voted. Believe it or not, states are still counting absentee and affidavit ballots, this process will go on for a bit, but in the end we will know the winner of these ballots to change the final outcome. Individual state numbers may change slightly until they are finalized. People not that familiar with our Electoral College system may say “but states that win 270+ votes?”

The Electoral College was set up so that all states had a say in who was elected President. Each state is allocated a number of Electors, for each senator (always 2, as each state has 2 senators) and 1 for each of its Congressional representatives. This number may change each decade as the size of a state’s population is determined by the census. For example, New York State had 29 electoral votes on the last election, but that reflects a drop from 41 as recently as the 1980 election, due to the states’ declining population. If the election was just based on a popular vote, campaigns could just go to a few states like New York, California and Texas to win the presidency. The rest of the country would be shortchanged by not being able to be represented in the election of who was going to be the entire country’s president.

Both parties picked flawed candidates. That’s not just my opinion: Trump said things on the campaign trail that would normally disqualify a republican candidate. I don’t think many people, even before he secured the Republican nomination, while Clinton was seen as untrustworthy by 67 percent, according to published New York Times/CBS News polling. Her favorable/unfavorable numbers were 67 percent, according to published New York Times/CBS News polling. Her favorable/unfavorable numbers were 67 percent, according to published New York Times/CBS News polling. Her favorable/unfavorable numbers were 67 percent, according to published New York Times/CBS News polling. Her favorable/unfavorable numbers were 67 percent, according to published New York Times/CBS News polling. Her favorable/unfavorable numbers were 67 percent, according to published New York Times/CBS News polling.

This campaign clearly showed how unfortunately far we have gone down the road to being politically correct. Don’t get me wrong, I firmly believe that there are things you should do and say, be it in public or private. No one’s race, religion, sexual orientation, age, gender, etc. should be debased. That said we need to start looking at things differently and look to the future. We have become too thin-skinned and don’t think about the fact that Trump will be our next President? I say organized resistance.

One thing you must always know when you’re studying is to know your strengths and other that you need to work on. If you regularly watch MSNBC, watch FOX as well, if you read the New York Post, read The New York Times as well. Go to an event put on by a group you don’t agree with and just listen. If on both sides of the aisle we throw around terms that incite, rather than engage each other in honest debate about the grave issues facing this country, we just debase ourselves and the debate as a whole.

Hello BCC students:

Final exams are upon us, and I know most of you may be worried about passing your exams, especially for those that have never taken a final exam before. You may be asking yourself: why as students do I know that you can usually get a grade of great deal of stress when studying for an exam, especially for those that work part time and those who have children or are pregnant. However, there are techniques you can use to study for exams without feeling stressed or tired or feeling like ripping the hair off your head. It is important have a schedule of your day so it is easy to incorporate a time to study. It is best to find a period in the day that is consistent throughout the week. It helps prepare your brain for the study, so each time you study, your mind is less likely to wander on to other thoughts other than your notes. One of the most effective ways to study is to study for 15 minutes, take a five minute break, then study for another 15 minutes and relax for 5 minutes. It’s best to do this for at least an hour so you don’t stress yourself, but it’s ok if you do this for another 20 or 40 minutes. Make sure you really relax from the study so that way your body can function properly. Stand up, take a little walk around the room, eat a snack, or have a drink. Just make sure you get your blood flowing a little before going back to studying. You can use this technique even if you have a tight schedule.

One thing you must always know when you’re studying is to know your strengths and weaknesses in that class. Focus most of your studying on to your weaknesses while less time touching up on your strengths. If you’re spending too much time with your notes, you’re not going to be doing good. When you get your notes, scroll through to look for a study guide for that class. Chances are that someone in that class can help you with your weakneses and vice versa. You can help your classmate with their weaknesses while they help you with yours. In this time of need, you can always talk to your professor about topics you have trouble in. They can explain it differently for you to understand and you get to form a better relationship with your professor.
Campus Scenes

Senator Dion Quamina as a zombie

Senator Beverly Emers hosting the costume contest

CUNY’s Got Talent winner Tre’Von Walker

Dean Manny Lopez assists students

Dance performance
Women explore the power of gender, race/ethnicity, identity, and power and privilege.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, We Should All Be Feminists (2015)
The author argues for a 21st-century, inclusive definition of feminism. She reaches into her own experiences to illuminate the often-between-the-lines realities of sexual politics. She details what it means to be a woman now, offering a rallying cry for why we should all be feminists.

After almost losing her estranged father to heart disease, Cepeda determines to learn more about her heritage. In the mirror, she sees a racial and ethnic mosaic, but she needs further answers about her identity. Using the science of DNA, she begins her exploration that will eventually blossom into a discourse on the concepts of race, identity, and ancestral DNA among Latinos, especially Dominican Americans. Along the way, she also achieves a limited accord with her father.

Vanessa García, White Light (2015)
In the throes of grief and confusion after the death of her loved but difficult Cuban-American father, the novel’s protagonist struggles to deal with her heartache and to pursue her dream of becoming a visual artist. In so doing, she is able to assimilate her views of the past and the present and her past and present histories. This brilliant first novel was awarded the Kirsrus Prize which, in its review, stated that this masterwork was a “lush, vibrant portrayal of the creative process, a daughter’s love, and the unstoppable maelstrom of grief.”

Wangari Maathai, Unbowed (2006)
Winner of the 2004 Nobel Peace Prize and a single mother of three, Wangari Maathai—charismatic, humble, and spiritual—recounts her extraordinary life as a political activist, feminist, and environmentalist in Kenya. After earning bachelor’s and master’s degrees in the United States, she became the first woman to earn a PhD in East and Central Africa and to head a university department in Kenya. In Unbowed, she explains the political and personal reasons that compelled her to establish the Green Belt Movement in 1977, which spread across Africa to help restore indigenous forests with the assistance of rural women who were paid to plant trees in their villages. As assistant minister for the environment and as a member of Parliament, her courage and determination helped transform Kenya’s government into a democracy.

Celeste Ng, Everything I Never Told You (2014)
At the outset of her award-winning debut novel, Ng establishes that the oldest daughter of the Chinese-American Lee family has died. What follows is an exploration of alienation, achievement, race, gender, family, and identity—as the police investigate Lydia’s death. The Lee family uncovers information about the sister and daughter they thought they knew. Ng’s novel was a New York Times bestseller, a winner of the Alex Award, and a winner of the APLA Award for Fiction.

When she was 11 years old, Zainab Salbi’s father was chosen to be Saddam Hussein’s personal pilot, and her family’s life became entwined with his. Her mother began to teach her the skills she needed to survive: how to present the plastic smile, and how to say “yes,” even when you want to say “no.” Salbi recounts how she saw Hussein’s tyranny first hand. As a privileged child, a typically cynical teenager, an abused wife, and ultimately a public figure, her one protection has been her silence. In this memoir, she presents a quest for truth by giving voice to themes of power, fear, and sexual subjugation.

Lillian Smith, Killers of the Dream (1949)
“I began to see racism and its rituals of segregation as a symptom of a grave illness.” Smith writes in this courageous, insightful, and eloquent critique of the pre-1960s South. Published to wide controversy, it has influenced much contemporary thinking about race relations, and it was for many Americans across the color line a catalyst for the civil rights movement. The Kirkus Reviews has noted that this is a book “for all who are concerned with the future, rather than the past.” This review adds that it is “always courageous, even on that difficult ground of hurting those one loves, exploring “causes behind the walls of custom, of good taste, of evasions. She has dared to look into the poverty making pattern of southern life and incisively and truly, the novel’s protagonist struggles to deal with her heartache and to pursue her dream of becoming a visual artist. In so doing, she is able to assimilate her views of the past and the present and her past and present histories. This brilliant first novel was awarded the Kirsrus Prize which, in its review, stated that this masterwork was a “lush, vibrant portrayal of the creative process, a daughter’s love, and the unstoppable maelstrom of grief.”

Edith Wharton, The House of Mirth (1905)
In 1905 The House of Mirth shocked the New York upper-crust society it so deftly exposed, portraying the moral, social, and economic limitations on a woman – any woman – who dares to claim the privileges of marriage without assuming the responsibilities and restraints. As Lily Bart nears thirty, her prospects have become scarce. A poor girl with expensive tastes, she needs a husband to preserve her social standing and to maintain her in the luxury she demands. Battling her own independent spirit, however, prevents her from achieving her goal.

Daud Khayyak (Newark Star Ledger) states that this “A story for each and every girl who chooses to break societal taboos, challenge the clergy, declare war against illiteracy and believe in the power of the pen.” Malala Yousafzai refused for her right to an education when the Taliban took control of the Swat Valley in Pakistan in October 2012. A New York Times editorial (October 10, 2012) stated that “If Pakistan has a future, it is embodied in Malala Yousafzai. Yet the Taliban so feared this 14-year-old girl that they tried to assassinate her. Her supposed offense? Her want of an education and her public advocacy for it.” In 2014, Yousafzai became the youngest Nobel Peace Prize winner.